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j On October 06,1998, it was discovered that there was an issue concerning the ability of a non-safety related component to |

] affect the operation of the Turbine Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump (TDEFWP). This non safety related device (ISY-02034) is
; a current to pneumatic (1/P) transducer used in the speed control circuitry for the TDEFWP.
,

An engineering evaluation of the recent failure of the TDEFWP to achieve rated speed concluded that there are failure
j mechanisms that could prevent the TDEFWP from performing its design function under postulated accident conditions outside
j containment. The I/P had previously been thought to only fall (on loss of air or power) to full speed. During a steam line break
' coincident with the loss of offsite power, and a loss of "B" train DC power, there may not be sufficient EFW flow to the non-

faulted steam generators to mitigate the accident.1

.

| The unanalyzed condition is the potential failure mechanisms / modes for the 1/P converter which allow it to fall in a position
j :hich corresponds to less than rated speed.
t

j Th3 safety significance has been determined to be small, based on the existence of operating and emergency procedures which
! c2ver such situations. No credit for the speed control is taken for normal operation or any event from Condition I through
! Condition IV.
.

j Corrective action was immediately taken to isolate the 1/P from the air supply and verify that the TDEFWP is capable of
; achieving rated speed. An evaluation was performed to determine if similar non-safety related devices could prevent any other
i safety related systems from functioning as designed. The results of this evaluation concluded that there was a potential
l concern with the I/P on the RHR host exchanger bypass and outlet valves due to high radiation after an accident. Further
I evaluation demonstrates that there is no safety concern, however, long term corrective action is planned and is being tracked
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PLANTIDENTIFICATION I

Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor

EOUIPMENTIDENTIFICATION !
!
1

Emergency Feedwater System - Turbine Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump Governor Speed |

Controller Current to Pneumatic (1/P) Transducer - ISY - 02034 |
!

Ells Code - BA
i

;

| .

; IDENTIFICATION OF EVENT
I

Unanalyzed Condition. A previously un-evaluated failure mechanism to a non-safety related I/P could

|. prevent the Turbine Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump (TDEFWP) from achieving rated speed and

.

flow requirements during a postulated accident scenario, it was discovered that this device could fail in
| such a way that the TDEFWP speed never reaches the required speed and flow. This was determined

|.
during the engineering evaluation for condition report 98-0823 after the TDEFW did not achieve rated
speed due to internal contamination of the I/P converter.

;

;.
;- EVENT DATE

I

October 06,1998. This is the date that it was determined this condition was unanalyzed and could
L h0vo an adverse affect on the TDEFWP.
!

I

|< REPORT DATE
!

November 05,1998

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT

Mode 1 - Power Operations (100%)

NRc Form 386A (61998)
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On October 06,1998, the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) discovered that there is an issue
concerning the ability of a non-safety related component to affect the operation of the Turbine Driven

[ Emergency Feedwater Pump (TDEFWP). This non-safety related device (ISY-02034) is a current to
pneumatic (1/P) transducer that is used in the speed control circuitry of this pump. This condition was
determined to be an unanalyzed condition since under specific accident conditions there is no assurance
that the TDEFWP will provide the required flow and pressure at rated speed.

Engineering was performing an evaluation on the failure mechanism of a recent failure of a TDEFWP
surveillance test when the question of unanalyzed failure mechanisms became an issue. The pump failed
ts reach rated speed due to contamination in the I/P nozzles. As a result, the non-safety related I/P was
replaced with another non-safety related I/P and the surveillance test was repeated, this time successfully.

Initially the 1/P was determined to be acceptable as a non-safety related component since the normal setting
of the speed controller is fu!I speed, the accident setting is full speed, and the device was presumed to only
fdl on loss of air or power (fail safe to full speed). Under the accident scenario of Steam Line Break outside
containment coincident with a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) and a loss of "B" train DC power, a
consequential failure of the I/P in the non conservative direction could prevent the TDEFWP from achieving
full speed. Under this scenario, it is possible that there would not be sufficient EFW flow into the intact
StCCm Generators (SG).

With the scenario described above, the "B" train Motor Driven Emergency Feedwater Pump (MDEFWP)
would not start, and the flow control valves on the "A" MDEFWP flow path would not be capable of isolating
flow to the ruptured SG. Therefore, all flow from the MDEFWP would be expected to preferentially feed the
ruptured SG. At the same time, the pressure in the intact SGs would be above the discharge head of the
TDEFWP when running at minimum speed (2100 RPM). This condition is unanalyzed as the minimum
EFW flow to 2 out of 3 SGs assumed in accident analyses cannot be achieved.

.

NRC Form ; * 6A (&1998)
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CAUSE OF EVENT:

The cause of this event was the belief that the 1/P could only fail due to loss of air or power. As a result of
this belief, no other failure modes were considered credible. This is apparently an engineering oversight
dating back prior to the receipt of the plant operating license.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

The following considerations indicate that this issue does not have a significant impact on plant safety and
that there is reasonable assurance that all other safety related equipment will perform as required in the
event of a accident scenario similar to that postulated above.

The speed control for the TDEFWP consists of 2 selectable manual setpoint stations (one on the Main
Control Board and one on the Control Room Evacuation Panel) and a current to pneumatic converter (t/P)
which feeds an air signal to the input of the TDEFW g. vernor. Minimum air pressure (about 3 psig)
corresponds to rated pump speed (4100 - 4200 rpm). The normal setting for this controller is rated speed
and the accident setting is also rated speed. The failure mode for the I/P on loss of air or power is rated
speed.

In the initial design of the plant, no credit was taken for the speed control in any event from Condition I to IV
and the failure of the speed control would be considered the active failure. The speed control is only used
during surveillance testing to lessen the challenges to the TDEFWP during starting and stopping.

Secondary pipe breaks are an important design consideration in determining many design features of the
plant, however, the accident sequences associated with this type of high energy line break are not regarded
as major contnbutors to public risk, as a secondary pipe break by itself will not uncover the core. Some
cooling will be provided by the flow out of the break and the continued supply of EFW to the faulted SG will
assuro the generator does not dry out.

Two separate sources of offsite power are available for the Class IE power distribution system. One source
b the South Carolina Electric & Gas transmission grid and the other is from the existing Parr generating
complex. Load studies have shown the loss of station output, in conjunction with a postulated line break,
will not result in a degraoed voltage on either source. Therefore, the sequence of events which requires a
loss of all offsite power coincident with the postulated line break, is not expected without multiple failures
occurring.

NRC Form 366A (&1n198)
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ANALYSIS OF EVENT Continued:

In the event that there is insufficiont EFW flow during accident conditions, there is an Emergency Operating
Procedure (EOP-15 " Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink") that provides an alternate methodology
for cooling down and depressurizing. This assures that the core remains cooled and that there is no danger ,

to the health and safety of the public.

INTERIM CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

As interim action, the I/P has been isolated from the air supply and is, therefore, in the " failed safe" position.
The TDEFWP governor is set for rated speed and is in the safety related equipment population, which
receives periodic maintenance and surveillance tests to assure continued operability.

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

3

An Engineering change request has been initiated to remove the speed controller from the Turt>ine Driven
Emergency Feedwater Pump. This modification is expected to be completed by Refueling outage 12,
scheduled for October 2000. Also, an evaluation was performed to determine if similar non-safety related.

devices could prevent any other safety related systems from functioning as designed. A summary of the
r evaluation results follows:

,

The plant equipment data base was searched for all I/Ps. 1/P devices which could not cause an unanalyzed |
condition by failing nonconservatively were screened from this list. The remaining 121/Ps received further

1evaluation. These were the 1/Ps associatsd with the following systems / components:

Post Accident Sampling System (PASS), Pegging steam to the Deaarator (DA), RHR Heat Exchanger
bypass flow valves, RHR heat Exchanger outlet flow valves, Excess Letdown, Letdown from RHR, RCP

1

seal injection, Pressurizer Spray, and TDEFW Pump speed control.

I; The TDEFWP speed control 1/Ps were discussed in Revision 0 to this report.

The evaluation concluded that the I/Ps associated with the PASS, Pegging steam to the DA, Letdown from'

5

RHR, RCP seal injection. Excess Letdown, and Pressurizer Spray were not significant concems for reasons ;

such as the analysis bounds this condtion, infrequent usage, or the operation would be only under direct,

[ operator control if needed. These evaluations are available for review at the plant.

i
,

=
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HCV00603A&B are the RHR Heat Exchanger outlet valves and FCV00605A&B are the RHR Heat Exchanger
bypass valves. These valves have non-safety related I/Ps in their control schemes that were also considered to
only fail upon loss of air or power. The evaluation performed determined that the non-qualified subcomponents I

could potentially fail nonconservatively in high radiation field that will occur after an accident during the
recirculation or cooldown phase.

I
Upon discovery, this condition was documented in CER 98-0955 and the air was removed from these devices '

as a conservative precaution. The removal of air is governed by station administrative controls. This condition
was determined to not impact the operability of the RHR system as the materials used in construction of these
devices was initially specified to have a very high tolerance for radiation. As a long term corrective action, a
modification has been initiated to move these I/Ps such that these devices will not be exposed to accident dose
rcles. This action is being tracked with Condition Evaluation Report 98-0955.

PRIOR OCCURRENCES:

None

NRC Form 366A (6-1998)


